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said for the Rugby prejudice? A bourgeois prejudice
perhaps; our prejudices at Rugby—for sdiidity,
modesty and seriousness—all smacked of the hurgc&s;
but then are not burgesses the pillars of the State?
We carried the tradition a step further at White-
law's just then. When 1 became head of the House
I determined that discipline, like patriotism, was not
to be enough- The morals of the House were to be the
special anxiety of the head boy. One should know
why Pascoe was oiling his hair* Perhaps a word in
season, * . „ The fifty-six young gentlemen were to
be fifty-six perpetual moral problems* Accordingly
I devised a system by which the senior members of
the Sixth were to drop in now ami again to the
studies of the smallest boys and chut in an amicable
and avuncular way with them. These injunctions
were actually carried out, Nor was the word in
season confined to individuals* We were cock«house
in both the years I was head of the House, ami when
the cup had been brought in to hall ancl the cheering
was over I earnestly exhorted the House to preserve
a modest demeanour in public. It complied; it was
even liked by the other Houses, which was unusual
for a cock House, All this moral tyranny* in fact,
showed every sign of having been good for White*
law's. Even to-day it is my considered opinion that
it was good for Whitelaw's, But granted that it was
all good for Whitelaw's, there remains the question
whether it was good for Jack Greany and me. And
that is a good deal more doubtful I don't think it
would have made any lasting difference to Jack,
even if he had survived the war- For one thing,
despite his shilling qualities, he was second-in-

